High consonants, articulatory transitions, and nonhigh vowels in Comox
John Hamilton Davis
Like other Salish languages, the Comox language has an aud ible
W glide after a labiovelar c onsonan t before a no nround vowel.
In addition, the C omox Ian guage ha s an analog ous audib Ie Y
glide after a palatal consona nt before a n onpalatal vo weI.
Furthermore, a W or Y glide after a word-initial consonant can
and often does attractthe primary stress away from the ph onemic
vowel.
1 Introduction
Evidence is presented that in the so~alled Mainland Comox language
(Homalco, Klahoose, and Sliammon) we might consider writing a raised Y as a
diacritic mark after the palatal fricative and affricates befo re a nonho morgan ic
vowel, even though this glide appears at the subphonemic level and is not a
phonemically distinguishin g feature -- there is no ICI versu s ICYI phonem ic
distinction. (Here the capital ICI is meant to stand for any consonant.) This
analysis is an expanded restatement of a phenomenon I reported in my 1970 paper
for the Fifth International Conference on Salish Languages. When I described the
phenomenon to a colleague at work, his immediate reaction was to remark, "Oh,
schwainsertion." His comment may indicate that University of Maryland professors
teach their students to assume the concept of schwa insertionas the analysis of first
resort. The evidence shows that this Y glide is not an instance of schwa insertion,
but is parallel with the audible articulation of W after a rounded conso nant before
a nonround vowel.
Evidence is also presen ted that Ho malco, K lahoose, an d Sliammon lack
underlying high vowels. The ph onemes written as iii and lui are mo st frequently
pronounced as [t] and [0], but they can be mistakenly written for phonetic [i] and
[u], even though the latter are most often the phonemic sequences layl and law/.
2 The high co nsonants
High consonants are those whose articulation involves raising the tongue
body. The high stops, affricates, resonants, and fricatives in the language spoken
by the elders of the Homalco, Klahoose, and Sliammon Bands have been written
so:
(k)
c
kW
k'w
(k' )
c'
g
J
y
w
y
VI
xW
S
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The following paragraphs will focus on the first and third columns,palatal
and labiovelar. It is standard procedure to use a raised W as a diacritic mark when
writing these labiovelar consonants. For phonemic reasons, Salishanists have
written this raised W even befo re a homo rganic vowel, where it is inaudible, even
though a non-Salishanist might opine that the audible glide is inserted before a
nonround (this is, nonhomorganic) vowel (if such a process of insertion were to be
acknowledged, labiovelars and labiopostvelars could be indicated by a subscript
lower-case omega, as in the IP A, such as I~/, or by a raised omicron, to mim ic Aert
Kuipers in The Squamish Language, such as Ik °/).
In addition to the above, two words have been recorded in the Homalco
dialect with the segment IxYI (IPA symbol c). These are lift it up a litde higher
IxYtfatl [xYtfit] (/safatl [stift] in Sliammon) and deer hoof rattle, the latter
transcribed from language consultant Noel George as qWalo·laxYan in June 1961 by
one of Wayne Su ttles' students.

3 "Two and a ha If" syllables, said Bill Gallegos.
When I started fieldwork on Sliammon in February 1969, I was struck by
the pronunciation of the word for no Ix wa7/. The most frequent pronunciation is for
the initial IxwI to be lengthened and the vowel pronounced as a carat rather than a
full vowel. Indeed it seems that the consonant takes the stress rather than the
vowel, so that the resu It sounds like a stressed vo iceless vowel pronoun ced with
friction followed by a carat -- [XVI\?]. Iq October 2002, Wayne Suttles showed me
transcriptions by one of his students while at Sliammon in 1961. She wrote no as
x·ua (note the raised dot after the consonant). When I was there in 1969, none of
the speakers was voicing the u, but otherwise her transcription captures what I was
hearing.
One common word consistently pronounced with a seemingly extra
syllable is dog Ie' anul, regularly pronounced [c' el\no]. In summe r 1969 I ask ed Bill
Gallegos, a speaker who had thought about the language, how m any syllable s this
word has. Without hesitation, he said "two and a half." We who are not native
speakers might say there are three syllables, but he wa s a native speaker. Possibly
he was expressing his knowledge that without a glottal stop, there could not be an
extra syllable.
As my fieldwork progressed and I spoke with more and more native
speakers, more and more of these words came into my field notes. For example,
although the word root Ikwamnacl is sometimes pronounced [kWamnl\c] , it is also
often pronounced [kul\mnl\c], reminiscent of the pronunciation for the word no.
(This is also reminiscent of the oldjoke thata visitorto Mercy, Australia, could not
complain about hair floating on the surface of a mug of the koala tea served to him
because everyone knows that the koala tea of Mercy is not strained.) The word for
three Icalasl is consistently pronounced [cel\ll\s], similar to the word for dog.
Examples of this phenomenon include, but are not limited to
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rounded velar
Ikwamnacl
Ik' wastal
Ix w a1l
Ix w a7/

[kWamnl\c]-[kul\mnl\c]
[k' Wastl\]-[k' Ul\stl\]
[x\l1\7]-[x(J"1\7]
[xfJ a7a]

root
cup
no
emphatic no

palatal
Icalasl
Ic' anul
Ic' agay/-/c' agayl
IJaJal
IJasui-1
Isatl

lya8utl

[cel\ll\s]
three
[c'el\no]
dog
[c' el\gl\y]-[c' el\gi]
spoon
cousin
U iI\JYI]-UYtJYe]
UYtsoi-]
yesterday
[sYet]-[siet]
high, up
[i1\80t ]-[yt80t]
do someth ing (for oneself)

The root of this last word also appears in the expression thanksfor what you didfor
me, litemlly what you didJor me islwas good
/7aymut ta8 ya81
[7iimot tl\8 ire8]
A raised vowel to show length when the vowel is not pure was used by Edward
Sapir. It remain s a useful de vice.
Of additional interest is the variation between the full and more common
reduced forms of the pronominal enclitics
/caxw/-/caxw/-/cxw/
[eYexW]-[cIXW]-[CoxW]-[cxW] you (singular)
/huhui- eYat/ [hohoi- cYet] - Ihuhui- stl [hohoi- st]
we went
The words listed above have the low vowel la/ immediately following the initial
high consonant. The articulatory transition from the high consonant to the low
vowel passes through an audible glide.
One remarkable feature of the pron unciation is that a word initial stress
can and often will be moved from the phonemic vowel onto the consonantal
offglide.
Many words presented so far have been of more than one syllable. Most
single syllable words have not been observed to move !heir stress onto the
consonantal offiglide, although the glide is still audible
Ic'axl
[c'Yex]
ripe, cooked
Ic' aql
[c' Yeq]
fence
Ical
[eYe]
where?
leaml
[cYem]
how?
But when Icam/ is part of a longer phrase, the 0 ffglide can be pronounced as a fu II
vowel
Ixwa camasl
[XWo cel\mts]
cannot (nohow)
Here the word not Ixwal is the reduced form of no Ix wa7/, functioning here as a
proclitic.
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Note the following reduplicated forms, where the initial offglide can take
the accent:
[c' eAXC' AX]-[C' eAXC' YEX ] getting ripe
Ic' ax.c' axi
UYi:jYE] - [fiAjYE]
cousin
IJflJal
Another piece of evidence that we could co nsider writing a raised Y in
Sliammon is that the high consonant does not have to be word initial.
For
example, the suffix l-sa7/, used to derive multiples of ten, is often pronounced as [sYE7] or [siA7].
19amsa7/
[9amsiA7]-[9ams YE7]
twenty
On those occasions when an extra syllable is not heard, there is still a noticeably
audible Y offglide.
One word not fitting this pattern is
Icayasl
[ceyis]

hand

however, the main vowel lal between two palatal consonants has already been
raised and fronted to [e], the same sound as the expected offglide -- as in three and
dog above.
This Y offglide also occurs after the plain velar Ikl in the loan words
Ikaptanl
[kYreptm]
captain
Ikapayl
. [kYrepi]
coffee
Ikantill
[kYrenti:l]
maybe (can't
tell)
and after the g lottalized velar Ik' I in the native words
Ik' ayk' ak' I
[k' Yi1k' Yrek']
crow
Ik' awk' awnacl
[k' Yflwk'YAwnAc]-[k' Yew k'YeW!1AC] oystercatcher
(When asking names of birds, I did so with the aid of an Audubon Society book
with pictures. I do no t know the name for oystercatcher in the local variety of
English.)
This phenomenon of offglide before a non homorganic vowel can also be
heard in the sequences Isu/, leu/, and IC'ul, as in
Ifisusaml
Ipaeul
leu7ui-qinaml
Ic'umanl

[fi:sYusJim]
[pieYu]
[ciu70i-qEmm]
[e'iumm]

the beach at Sliammon
cedar basket
stealing food
a screw (not a nail)

Exceptions to this are rare, such as the word for child
leu'j/
[euy7]
child
/caycuy/
[ci icuy7]
children
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If a sequence such as let], [ceJ\], [cYu], or [ciu] is heard, it is a sequence
of a high consonant plus a nonhomorganic vowel. It is not an instance of schwa
insertion, any more than the W glide after a rounded velar or rounded postvelar is
an instance of schwa insertion. The Y offglide and the W offglide are a un itary
phenom enon.
This phenomeno n must be taken into acc ount when writing a dictionary
of the language, as must the allophony of vowels. Just as each entry in an English
dictionary has an indication of pronunciation, so each entry in a Homalco or'
Klahoose or Sliammon dictionary w ill need a phonetic transcription following the
phonem ic transcription. If this is done, the dictionary will be of use to language
learners and to those of the newer generation whose language skills are less than
those of today's language consultants. Otherwis e, the dictionary will be of use to
academic Salish specialists only.

4 The inh erent heig ht of vowels
My M.A. thesis, written under a deadline, contains no table of vowel
phonemes because phone [E]-[e] was still a problem. Not until after the deadline
for completion did I realize that th is is an allophone of both the front vowellif and
the low vowellal, but in different contexts. Examples include
l7i+tanl
[7tHm]
eat
Imi7inl
[mt7En]
carrot
Ifinl
[fEn]
roast salmon
lC'axl
[C'YEX]
ripe, cooked
R~
[~]
where?
Other exa mples app ear through out this presentation.
The four vowel phonemes an d their features are
i

e

a

u

high

-

0

-

-

low

-

0

+

-

front

+

0

0

-

back

-

0

0

+

In his Southern Puget Sound Salish: Texts, Place Names, and Dictionary, Warren
Snyder wrote the four vowels as lEI lei lal 10/.
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In Comox, when schwa is followed by Iyl or Iwl in the same syllable, they
hWit
' h t h ese c h aractenstIcs
tong
coa esce to ~orm a monoplh
ey

ew

high

+

+

low

-

-

front

+

-

back

-

+

Note that the vowels Iii and lui are [-high] while the monophthongal
sequences leyl and lewl are [+high]. Absent a high consonant, the most common
values for iii and lui are [t] and [0]. Examples of this are mushroom Ipileql
[ptll\q], bow (of boat) Iqa;unl [qHon], and the beach at Church House Imusqinl
[mosqtn]. Conversely, the monophthongs leyl [i] and lewl [u] are lowered to be
mid vowels only in the environment of a [+low] consonant -- a postvelar such as
Iq/.
Examples of the coalescence of leyl and lewl appear in one method of
making plurals, wh ich consists of the prefix {C1eC 2_}
Singular
Plural
[ei 1euy7]
leuyl
[euy7]
leeyeuyl
child
[qeeql\ymix W]
Iqaymix wI
[qaymix W]
Iqeyqaym ixwi
human
[q6°qawum]
Iqawuml
[qawum]
Iqewqawuml
eye
[q6°qegI\9]
Iqiga91
[qegI\9]
Iqewqiga91
deer
(here the historic Iwl has be come Igl before a vowel)
Other examples of the pho nemic sequenc e of leyl can be seen in
comparative vocabulary items, such as:
Pentlatch
Homa1co/Klahoose/Sliammon
IfeymixWI
medicine

The sequences liylliwl luyl luwl do not coalesce into monophthongs, as
in seagull Ihiyuml [heyum7], arrow Ihiyhiyl [heyhey], horse Itiqiwi [tEqew],first,
very Ihihiwl [hthew], the whole body Igi7iwsl [gi7ews], follow /tuyap/ [t6y7I\p],
and get aboard !7uwe;/ [76wu;]. Those words wh ich (on the basis ofparadigmatic
and comparative evidence) can be shown to be exceptions are few in number, such
as come/be from Ituwal [tUW.l\] rather than *[t6wl\] -- compare coming from
Itutuwal [tUtUWI\], which shows that this is not schwa, as inJreezing above.
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4.1 Summation
When a phonetic [u] occurs without a high consonant, we must first
assume that it is a realization of law/. One exam pIe of this is the word for Jreeze
Itawl, pronounced [tu?]. The phonemic vowel appears in the reduplicativeJreezing
Itatawl [tAtu?]. and the ablaut form appears in the stative frozen /ta?git/ [taagit].
Those words w hich (on the basis of para digmatic and comparative evidence) can
be shown to be exceptions are few in number, such as man, hunter /tumis/ [tumis].
When a phonetic [i] occurs without a high c on son an t, we must first assume
that it is a realization of /ay/. One ex ample of th is is the word for good nay/,
pronounced [?i?]-[?il The underlying schwa reveals itself when it changes in the
negative
/xwa ?a?jasl
The exceptions to this are few, such as big /tih/ [tih].
The evidence in this section four shows that, atthe phonetic level, the high
vowels [i] and [ul almost never occur without being caused by a neighboring high
consonant.

Appendix: Comments on some of my previous papers
1970. Some Phonological Rules in Mainland Comox. M.A. thesis, University of
Victoria.
My thesis committee asked me to describe the phonology of
Sliammon, which I intended to do within a theory I took to the field.
However, the data did not fit the theory I originally intended to use.
Luckily, James Hoard taught a phonology course during 1969-70 and
presented a theory more compatible with the data. When we are striving
to document e ndange red langua ges accu rately, we must be ready to
abandon our preconceived theories.
Although I discussed the phonemic inventory of consonants, my
discussion of vowe Is was ham pered by th e fact that I did not recognize the
overlapping nature of the phonemes Iii and lal until after the deadline for
completion (I presented the four phonemic vowels in my paper for the
Fifth International Conference on Salish Languages). In addition, I did
not state the existence of the glottalized resonants IY w m t\ 1'/, ahhough
I wrote them in subsequent papers. It was not necessary to state their
existence before writing those subsequent papers.
After completing the thesis, I gath ered data on the diminutive,
which (as in many other languages) is fonned in ways that challenge
otherwise neatly stated rules; as well as data on that reduplicative form
which, as Mary Haas (during a 1974 seminar) said about Norwe st Coast
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languages, refers to paired body parts, for example a name grandchildren
of the aforementioned Bill Gallegos sometimes called each other -- big
eyes [tithawus] from big Itihl plus eye I-awus/.
1978. Pronominal paradigms in Sliammon. XIII International Conference on
Salishan Languages.
The appendix of this paper presents evidence that the so-called
"control" transitive shows intent (regardle ss of succe ss, which calls into
question the extent of control) and the so-called "noncontrol" transitive
shows success or lack of success (in other words, result) regardless of
intent. In narratives, these two are paired in a way analogous to the once
common English expression "have a look-see." In his 2003 book, Honore
Watanabe presents an extended discussion of intent transitive versus re suit
transitive.
Because my typewriter did not have curly brackets to write
morpho phonem es such as {-n W -} and {s} in standard morpho phonem ic
notation, I used the stan dard heuris tic substitution of double virgules
(slash marks) duringl978.
1980. The Passive in Sliammon. Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the
Berkeley Linguistics Society 6. pp. 278-286.
During the fall of 1979, I had an idea for a paper on tlie passive
voice and constructed a series of sentences. When I presented them to
language consultant Mary George, she rejected them. But the next
morning, she said that she had been thinking about the sentences during
the night and "they could be like this." She then presented a series of
sentences which illustrated what I had been attempting to achieve.
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